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Encountering Rain” and “Account of Hushi Mountain”. In addition to her confluence of gender 
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and novel ways. These elements of innovation, paired with the incredibly versatile voice found in 

Xue Tao’s poetry, contribute to Xue Tao’s success in creating a poetic voice of her own.  
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Introduction 

Xue Tao 薛濤 (ca. 768-832 CE) was a poet and courtesan of Chengdu, in the Xichuan 

Circuit of the Jiannan region
1
, during the later Tang Dynasty (618-907). Achieving fame during 

her lifetime for her poetry, calligraphy, and wit, Xue Tao was given a place among the many 

famous figures of the Tang only a few generations after her death
2
. Her legacy today, in addition 

to the many colorful anecdotes and stories about her life, consists of 90 poems preserved in the 

Quan Tang Shi 全唐詩, a greater number than any other woman in the collection
3
. 

The Tang Dynasty was a time of renovation and change, and the poetic tradition itself 

exemplifies this. Xue Tao’s poetry demonstrates many innovative trends of the poetic culture of 

her day. But though her poetry has enjoyed continued popularity since her death, it has rarely 

been seriously evaluated for its literary and historical value. Because of her position as a 

courtesan and a woman, Xue Tao was often cast in the role allocated to talented women in pre-

modern China: a tragic figure whose talent sentenced her to an unhappy life as a courtesan.  

This tragic typecast does not match the tone of Xue Tao’s poems, and ignores her skillful 

manipulation of the poetic conventions of her time as well as her own unique poetic voice. Her 

exploration of a rich variety of themes and topics suggests a commitment to the poetic tradition 

that went beyond the professional engagement required of a courtesan. Within her poetry, the 

                                                             
1
 Xichuan, or “West River”, was the name given to the province occupying what is today the western half of 

Sichuan, or “Four Rivers”. In this thesis the area will be referred to by the Tang Dynasty name of Xichuan. For 

more information on Tang Provinces, see Mark Edward Lewis’s China’s Cosmopolitan Empire (Cambridge, 

Mass: Belknap Press of Harvard University Press, 2009) p 75. 
2
 In Sun Qi’s 孫棨 (late 9th century) Beilizhi 北裡志, or “Records of the Northern Ward”, an account of the 

pleasure quarters of northern Chang’an, the author holds Xue Tao up as a water mark and brags his favorites 

have already surpassed her. That Xue Tao was being used as a measure against which to judge all talented 

courtesans a half century after her death speaks volumes to her fame. Qi, Sun. Beilizhi. Trans. Paul W. Kroll.  

“Fair and Yet Not Fond” (Journal of the American Oriental Society, Oct Dec 1988) pp. 621-626. 
3
 The Quan Tang Shi, or “Complete Tang Poems” a collection of Tang Poems commissioned by the Kangxi 

emperor of the Qing Dynasty in 1705, contains some 50,000 poems by over 2,000 authors. Of these, only 600 
poems were composed by women. This thesis uses the version of the Quan Tang Shi provided by the Chinese 

Text Project. <http://ctext.org> 
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many instances of original poetic innovation, best demonstrated in her artful handling of existing 

gender conventions, suggest that had her work been considered canon and studied as consistently 

as other Tang poets, its impact on later poetry could have been significant. 

Rather than a curse, the celebratory, triumphant, and proud tone present in many of her 

poems suggests that Xue Tao neither resented her gender nor the talent given to her. On the 

contrary, she viewed them as both gifts and tools, tools which she used most aptly during the 

course of her life to achieve what few women writing in the pre-modern world were able to: an 

autonomous poetic voice. 

Poetry, Women, and Courtesans in the Tang Dynasty 

The Tang Dynasty, often referred to as the golden age of Chinese poetry, boasts some of 

the best known and regarded poets of the literary tradition. Many new genres and styles 

developed during the Tang which would have profound impact on later poetic tradition. For 

example the lushi 律詩, or “regulated verse” form, that required a meticulous command of the 

tonal nature of the Chinese language to compose. New styles and genres developed to reflect 

political changes and social conditions. For example, in the early Tang, a time of great military 

expansion, the bian sai shi pai 邊塞詩派 or “Borders and Frontier Fortress" school was popular. 

During times of civil unrest and strife, poetry would often directly or metaphorically critique 

government policies. Poetry on more secular topics, such as landscapes, flowers, and beautiful 

women and courtesans, was also popular, particularly during times of prosperity and excess.  

Developments in poetic trends were further encouraged by the necessity of composing 

poetry in order to pass the Civil Service Examination, which was greatly codified during the 

Tang. By the Tang Dynasty a literary tradition existed stretching back over a millennium for 

poets to reference. Those taking the exam would have studied this established tradition, leading 
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to a class of people who all had a similar corpus of literary knowledge. This collective 

understanding encouraged the extensive use of motifs, symbolism and metaphors. We could even 

view these recurring images as some of the earliest “memes”, as the meaning associated with one 

motif often changed with time and use. 

 Xue Tao’s “Poem in Answer to Someone’s ‘After the Rains, Taking Pleasure Among the 

Bamboo’” contains allusions to two well known stories relating to bamboo that a well educated 

Tang reader would easily be able to identify. 

酬人雨後玩竹 

 

南天春雨時， 

那鑒雪霜姿。 

眾類亦云茂， 

虛心寧自持。 

多留晉賢醉， 

早伴舜妃悲。 

晚歲君能賞， 

蒼蒼勁節奇。 

 

Poem in Answer to Someone’s “After the Rains, Taking Pleasure 

Among the Bamboo”
4
 

 

When the spring 

rains come 

to the southern sky 

 

you can just make out—how 

odd!—the look of frost, 

the cool allure of snow. 

 

The mass of plants 

mingle thick, 

indiscriminant, and lush. 

 

But this one 

with her empty heart 

can hold herself alone. 

 

Her groves kept the seven sages 

high on poetry and wine. 

 

Yet earlier still, her 

tear-splotched leaves 

grieved with Lord Shun’s wives. 

 

When your years turn to winter, sir, 

you will know her worth— 

 

her ice-gray green, 

                                                             
4
 Jeanne Larsen, Brocade River Poems: Selected Works of the Tang Dynasty Courtesan Xue Tao (Princeton, 

N.J: Princeton University Press, 1987) 3. 
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her virtue: 

rare, strong nodes. 

 

 In this poem the two allusions occur in the fifth and sixth stanzas. The first allusion, “the 

seven sages of the bamboo grove”, is to a group of scholars and gentlemen of the 3
rd

 century who 

were known for gathering in a bamboo grove to drink and discuss Daoism, music, and poetry. 

The sixth stanza contains a reference to “Lord Shun’s wives”. Emperor Shun was a legendary 

Emperor of the 23
rd

-22
nd

 centuries BCE. When he died while traveling, his two wives reportedly 

rushed to the area (modern day Hunan) and cried bloody tears by a river before throwing 

themselves into it. Their tears left the bamboo of the region spotted with red, creating their 

association with bamboo used in this poem.   

For many women, the limited education they would have received would not have 

allowed them to construct the knowledge base needed for poetic composition. In addition, 

policies of gender segregation meant that noble women were not permitted to interact with men 

outside of their own family, hindering the spread of new literary ideas. Prior to the Tang dynasty, 

women of elite families seemed to have been permitted to engage in a variety of literary 

traditions besides the poetic. During the Tang, in particularly after the reign of Empress Wu 武則

天 (690 – 705), there was a noticeable decline in female writings outside of the poetic field. By 

the late Tang, poetry too seems to have been deemed outside the realm of what was acceptable 

for a respectable woman, perhaps in response to the rise of courtesan culture and the subsequent 

association of the courtesan with the poetic genre.
5
 

Courtesanship in China can be traced back to the Spring and Autumn period and earlier. 

Based on a lexical dissection of the meaning of the characters for courtesan, changji 娼妓, it 

                                                             
5
 For more perspectives on women and writing during this time period, see Idema and Grant, The Red Brush: 

Writing Women of Imperial China (Cambridge: Harvard University Asia Center, 2004) p. 163. 
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seems that the group of people the word originally denoted were primarily musical entertainers, 

though by the time of the Tang they had become more multitalented. Under the Tang 

government, the practice of courtesanship became formally institutionalized. Courtesans fell into 

two groups: governmental and private. Governmental courtesans were required to register as an 

official courtesan, and were both subject to and supported by the policies of regulated guilds
6
.  

The duty of an official courtesan was primarily as an entertainer and hostess. Individual 

services to their patrons, sexual or otherwise, were probably limited. Men prestigious enough to 

hold such high government appointments as to merit an official courtesan most likely also had 

the resources to have wives, concubines, and even private courtesans of their own. Governmental 

courtesans were required to host and entertain at official government banquets, and would have 

held no small amount of sway at these events. As such, the official courtesan of a high ranking 

individual had to be the best of the best, and Xue Tao, known for her talents in poetry and 

conversation, was highly qualified. 

Xue Tao’s Life  

There are many colorful anecdotes of Xue Tao’s life, but few known facts. What is 

certain is this: she lived most of her life in Chengdu, and served several of the military governors 

appointed there. Later in her life, she retired to her own home near Chengdu and lived out the 

rest of her life independently. 

The date of Xue Tao’s birth is disputed, but it is believed she was born sometime 

between 768 and 770. Before or soon after her birth her family moved from Chang’an to 

Chengdu in Sichuan province. Xue Tao spent the majority of her life in Chengdu, and the city 

                                                             
6
 For more discussion of Tang courtesans and the lexical meaning of the term changji, see Yao Ping, “The 

Status of Pleasure: Courtesan and Literati Connections in T'ang China” (Journal of Women's History, 2002) pp. 

26-53.   
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and nearby regions appear frequently in her poems. Her father passed away while Xue Tao was 

still an adolescent, leaving her family in impoverished circumstances.  

Perhaps because of her family’s poverty, Xue Tao entered the official registry as a 

courtesan early in her adult life. In what was probably a fortunate turn of events, the military 

governor Wei Gao 韋皋 (745-805), who served as military governor of the Xichuan Circuit from 

785 to 805, is reported to have summoned her to “serve wine and compose poems”
7
. Evidently 

he was pleased, because Xue Tao became known as his “favorite” and served him as his official 

courtesan, with a few interludes, until his death in 805. 

Wei Gao’s death was followed by a failed rebellion and a succession of short lived 

military commanders. It is around this time that Xue Tao probably met the well known poet and 

statesman Yuan Zhen 元稹 (779- 831), who was assigned to the Jiannan region in 809.  One of 

Xue Tao’s remaining poems, addressed to Yuan Zhen, sheds a good deal of light not just on their 

relationship, but also on Xue Tao’s own social standing and opinion of her position as a poet. 

寄舊詩與元微之 

 

詩篇調態人皆有， 

細膩風光我獨知。 

月下詠花憐暗淡， 

雨朝題柳為欹垂。 

長教碧玉藏深處， 

總向紅箋寫自隨。 

老大不能收拾得， 

與君開似好男兒。 

 

Sending Old Poems to Yuan Weizhi
8
 

 

A poetic disposition, everyone has one. 

But some exquisite scenes I alone perceive. 

Under the moon flowers hum to the darkness. 

Morning rain: willows droop their heads in plea. 

It’s forever been taught that green jade should be hidden deep. 

But always on my red stationary I’ll write as I please. 

When grown old, we’re not able to collect all that we’ve obtained. 

I’ll try and impart it to you clearly, as if fondly to a boy. 

 

                                                             
7
 Taken from a preface to a 1609 collection of her poems. Chen, Wenhua ed., Tang Nushiren sanzhong. Idema 

and Grant, p 182.  
8
 Weizhi 微之 was the courtesy name of Yuan Zhen, and the name which his friends and contemporaries 

would have used to refer to him by. This poem and others not marked otherwise are translated by me from the 

Quan Tang Shi. 
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It is clear that this is not a flattering praise poem written from a courtesan to her patron. 

This is a woman speaking with confidence and authority as an equal, or even as a mentor to a 

man who was very well esteemed among his peers and held a good deal of power and influence 

during his life. Popular history paints Xue Tao and Yuan Zhen as lovers, but many scholars 

contest whether they ever met at all. The beauty/scholar pairing was very celebrated in the Tang 

dynasty, and Xue Tao and Yuan Zhen, at the top of their respective categories, were prime 

candidates for rumor and speculation.  Even if the story of their romance is fabricated, it still 

testifies to the celebrity and renown of the two poets.  

In her later life, Xue Tao achieved the means to live independently, and supported herself 

in her own household, a rare occurrence in pre-modern China. Usually the most likely route for 

an aging courtesan was to marry into a family as a concubine. There is a possibility she became a 

Taoist priestess, and there are also stories that she made a special type of colored stationary 

attributed to her (the ‘red stationary’ in the sixth line of her poem to Yuan Zhen above) to 

support herself. Another story claims she founded a poetry chanting school. Her home is 

believed to have been located by the famous Brocade River, Jin Jiang 錦江, near where Du Fu

杜甫 (712-770), one of the most celebrated Tang poets, lived some decades earlier.  

Xue Tao’s Poetry 

Xue Tao’s total opus was rumored to once exceed over 5,000 poems; unfortunately, just 

around 90 remain today. Two anecdotes of Xue Tao’s life, despite their doubtful veracity, 

contain information that may help to illustrate the social environment Xue Tao was writing in 

and how her poems were viewed by her peers and readers.  

The first anecdote is from Xue Tao’s youth and is found in the Quan Tang Shi following 

her poems. It says that one day when Xue Tao was about eight or nine years old, her father asked 
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her to compose a couplet in response to his own on the large tree in their yard. Xue Tao 

responded with “Its branches receive birds from the north and south/ Its leaves sends off the 

wind that comes and goes
9
.” Her father looked unhappy, probably because he saw foreshadowed 

in his daughter’s words an allusion to the life of a courtesan, a tree where birds and wind 

(patrons) come and go but do not stay. 

 This anecdote is probably not true, not so much because of the early death of her father or 

any question of a young Xue Tao’s poetic abilities, but because this sort of unhappy presentiment 

exists with striking similarity in the early biographies of many literary woman. Aptitude for 

composition in a girl was often viewed as a potential corruptor of virtue, something to be 

smoothed out at a young age, rather than encouraged, for the sake of future happiness. 

 The second anecdote has more basis in fact: some time during her life she was 

recommended to the position of collator, jiaoshu校書. This position, primarily a sinecure in the 

palace library for talented young men who had done well in the examinations, gives an indication 

of how esteemed Xue Tao’s talent was during her adult life. Although the position was denied or 

the recommendation itself never formally submitted, the title stuck and afterward people began 

to call her nujiaoshu 女校書, ‘female collator’, and it entered into the language as a way of 

referring flatteringly to talented courtesans. 

 These two anecdotes reveal much about how Xue Tao and her work were perceived 

during her lifetime and after. On the one hand her talent was regarded as a misfortune; on the 

other it was celebrated. Perhaps in response to these widely diverging opinions, there is a great 

deal of variation in Xue Tao’s poetry. In just her 90 remaining poems, we see both examples of 

quintessential love longing poetry and examples of genres usually reserved for the male literati. 

                                                             
9
 Quan Tang Shi. Chinese Text Project. Web. 3 Mar. 2013. <http://ctext.org> 
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Some poems were clearly written to serve her position as a courtesan, while others seem to 

adhere to her assertion: “always on my red stationary I’ll write as I please”. This thesis will 

examine those elements that seem to break away from Xue Tao’s expected voice as a courtesan 

and entertainer. These original elements indicate that not only was Xue Tao a fully fledged 

member of the literary tradition, as capable of adaptation and innovation as any poet of her time, 

but her perspectives in a largely male tradition allowed her to create her own unique poetic voice. 
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Chapter One 

Poems of Longing 

 This chapter will examine innovation in a group of Xue Tao’s poems which can be 

grouped together under their common theme of longing. Longing, for a place, for absent people, 

for the past, is a motif that occurs frequently in Chinese poetry, and is closely associated with a 

female persona. In this chapter three particular types of longing poems will be discussed; “Home 

Thoughts” poems, qifu 棄婦 poems, and guiyuan 閨怨 poems. 

‘Home Thoughts’ poems evolved naturally in response to the lifestyles of the literati. 

Receiving an official post often meant traveling far from home and family, providing officials 

with ample material for composition on the theme of homesickness. A good example of a Home 

Thoughts poem, as well as one of the best known Tang poems, is Li Bai’s 李白(701 – 762 ) 

“Quiet Night Thoughts”.  

靜夜思    

 

床前明月光    

疑是地上霜    

舉頭望明月    

低頭思故鄉 

Quiet Night Thoughts 

 

At the head of my bed, the bright moonlight. 

I suspected for a moment it was frost on the ground. 

Raising my head I look at the bright moon, 

Lowering my head I think of my hometown. 

 

In contrast to the qifu and guiyuan types, Home Thoughts poems are usually written in an 

autobiographical or semi-autobiographical voice. 

The qifu and the guiyuan types are similar to each other in terms of content, and typically 

use a female persona. By the time Xue Tao was writing and composing poetry in the late 8
th
 

century, using a female persona in certain genres had become convention. The names of these 

genres alone should give a good idea of the typical formulae of such a poem: qifu, or “lonely 

wife” and the guiyuan, or “boudoir resentments”. In essence, a woman alone in her boudoir 
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mourns/resents her absent husband or lover, who is kept away by war or his own fickle heart. 

There are some variations between typical formulae for the two: qifu poems are usually starker in 

their imagery, and will often contain references to war or the frontier, where the speaker’s 

husband is serving. Guiyuan poems may contain more sumptuous images; usually the woman in 

the poem is reminded of her absent lover by spring blossoms or paired mandarin ducks or the 

like, and the speaker might not be a faithful wife but a resentful lover, disgruntled by lack of 

attention.  

The Female Persona in Tang Poetry 

Referring to these personas as “female” begs the question of authenticity, since by Xue 

Tao’s time these personas had been largely created and solidified by male poets. Whether the 

tradition ever originated from actual women’s voices is uncertain. Usually people hold up Qu 

Yuan’s 屈原 (ca. 340 BC – 278 BC) “Encountering Sorrow” Li Sao 離騷 as the first definite use 

of a female voice by a male poet. Earlier than this though, many poems in the Shijing 詩經 have 

a female voice. The poems in the Shijing are usually thought to have been folk songs, so there is 

the possibility that these songs were composed by women performers or sung by woman while 

they were working, but it is impossible to say with any certainty whether the female persona 

originated from authentic female authorship. So in reality, it is not so much a female voice we 

are hearing as a voice decided by a largely male group of literati over time as what an ideal 

poetic woman should sound like.  

In her book Gendered Persona and Poetic Voice, Maija Bell Samei discusses the many 

different reasons a male poet might have had to take on a female persona in his poetry. Taking 

on a female voice allowed male poets to broach subjects they might be unable to as a male, such 

as love longing. It could also allow them to make political commentary. A poet could use the 
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voice of an abandoned lover to express his resentment at being unappreciated by his ruler or 

superiors, or the voice of a wife separated from her husband by war to critique the military 

policies of the court. It also provided poets with a familiar stereotype associated with pathos, and 

allowed poets to use a fictive voice in what was usually a fairly autobiographical tradition
10

. 

The “femininity” in most poems in the female voice is conveyed indirectly through use of 

specific gendered images. Chinese poems often do not contain pronouns, and when they do they 

are often of indeterminate gender. There can be a misleading tendency in English translations to 

over emphasize the gender of the speaker because of the gendered pronouns that English 

grammar necessitates. In the Chinese original the feminine element is usually much more subtle. 

For example, it could be as obvious as a reference to the red rouge and powder of a woman’s 

makeup kit, or as vague and allegorical as an inclusion of water in the poem, which is 

traditionally associated with yin, the female element in Daoism. Over time a stock set of these 

feminine images developed in association with certain types of poetry. For example, in the qifu 

type, the abandoned woman will very often climb to a high place to watch and wait for their 

missing man, to the point where in the last lines of the Li Bai poem “The Moon at the Fortified 

Pass”, the ‘upper chambers’ are synonymous with qifu: 

歎息未應閑 

高樓當此夜 

思歸多苦顏 

戍客望邊色 

The soldiers turn round, looking toward the border,  

And think of home, with wistful eyes,  

And of those tonight in the upper chambers  

Who toss and sigh and cannot rest.
11

 (9-12) 

 

A woman poet writing in the Tang would have been confronted with this already 

established “female” poetic voice and presence. For courtesans, who relied on the literati for 

                                                             
10

Maija B. Samei, Gendered Persona and Poetic Voice: The Abandoned Woman in Early Chinese Song Lyrics 
(Lanham: Lexington Books, 2004) pp. 6-8. 
11

 Witter Bynner, and Kanghu Jiang, The Jade Mountain: A Chinese Anthology, Being Three Hundred Poems 

of the T'ang Dynasty, (New York: Knopf, 1929) pp. 60-61. 
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their livelihood, using the female voice that had already been established by the literati 

themselves might have been more beneficial than trying to forge a female voice of their own. 

Samei goes so far as to state that: “I would be very surprised to find that women entering a 

literary world would speak in a language other than that which existed at the time, especially 

when that language had firm roots not only in literary convention but also in social realities and 

in popular song traditions.”
12

 

Contrary to this expectation, Xue Tao at times appropriates this poetic female voice and 

at times abandons it to suit her authorial needs. Both in her poems of longing, and in her other 

poetry, there are times when she makes use of this fictive female voice, times where she uses a 

voice that could be described as ‘female’ but with variations from the canon female voice, and 

times where no discernible gendered voice exists. 

Xue Tao’s ‘Poems of Longing’  

 Though the four poems by Xue Tao which follow all contain some of the stereotypical 

images and tropes associated with the qifu, guiyuan, and Home Thoughts poems, they also 

contain elements that defy the stereotypical expectations for these types. The first two poems, a 

pair of poems entitled “Sent to Afar”, are the closest to adhering to an established genre, but they 

themselves are a combination of both guiyuan and qifu, and the language they contain differs 

from typical guiyuan/qifu fare. The next poem, “Home Thoughts” at first seems to be a typical 

Home Thoughts poem, but if viewed in the context of Xue Tao’s life, the potential implications 

of the poem becomes very different. The last poem, “River Side”, contains familiar elements 

associated with longing, but the longing of the poem itself is indistinct enough that the meaning 

of the poem is unclear. 

First, the poems that adhere most closely to a traditional guiyuan or qifu poem: 

                                                             
12

 Samei, p 20. 
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贈遠二首 

 

擾弱新蒲葉又齊， 

春深花發塞前溪。 

知君未轉秦關騎， 

月照千門掩袖啼。 

  

芙蓉新落蜀山秋， 

錦字開緘到是愁。 

閨閣不知戎馬事， 

月高還上望夫樓。 

Sent to Afar, Two Poems 

 

Delicate new cattail blades bend, then stand once more at attention. 

Spring sends out ranks of flowers to stop up the creek. 

I know my lord you have not yet ridden by way of Qin Pass. 

The moon shines through a thousand doors; I cover my face and cry. 

 

Hibiscus newly fallen; in Shu’s old hills, autumn’s come. 

Bright brocade characters: opening the seal, all that arrives is worry. 

Those in the women’s apartments don’t know of things like weapons and 

horses. 

While the moon is still high, I also climb to watch for him. 

The traditional qifu images in this poem are quickly noticeable. The moon appears in 

both poems (in the same position in each line, perhaps for emphasis or parallelism). In the first 

poem the woman is crying in moonlight, her loneliness enhanced by contrasting her solitary 

crying figure with the image of a thousand doors. The character wang 望, ‘to watch, to look for, 

to hope’ in the last line is frequently found in qifu poems. Natural images of spring occur in the 

first poem, and autumn in the second, indicating the amount of time the woman has been waiting. 

The coming of spring in qifu and guiyuan poems often results in the speaker seeing the new 

flowers and regretting not having anyone with whom to enjoy them. Fall is associated with the 

passing of time, aging, regret and unfulfilled desire. 

 Though both the flowers and the moon are typical elements in guiyuan and qifu poems, 

the way Xue Tao incorporates these images into her poems is unique. In the first poem, she gives 

the spring imagery a martial feel with her use of the characters qi  齊 which means ‘even, 

uniform’ in the first line, and in the next line the two characters fa 發 and sai 塞 which mean  

‘issue, dispatch, send out, emit’ and ‘stop up, block, seal’ respectively. By drawing her reader’s 

attention using the disparity between the strict martial imagery and the pliable natural imagery, 
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Xue Tao emphasizes the lonely woman’s own feelings, caught between the flowers and cattails 

around her and her thoughts of the battlefields and frontiers where the object of her longing is.   

 The lunar element of the two poems is also something very common in the guiyuan/qifu 

genre that Xue Tao uses in a more unique way. In the last line of the second poem, the woman 

climbs to watch for her man in the moon light. Depending on how you translate the third 

character of the line, hai 還 ‘also; in addition; more; still; else; still; yet’, the line could be read a 

variety of ways. Choosing the meaning of ‘also’ from the potential list is interesting because it 

suggests a certain amount of companionship between the moon and the woman as they both 

climb together, the woman in the tower and the moon in the sky. Even if other meanings are 

chosen, the moon of this poem has a feeling of greater proximity to the speaker. This 

“companionable” moon contrasts with the usual distant and cold moon that looks down 

unfeelingly in most qifu poems.   

The next poem can be immediately identified by its title as a Home Thoughts poem. As 

mentioned, the transient life of a scholar-official often meant that they were away from home, a 

home which they could then longingly refer to in their poetry. However, the home of Xue Tao’s 

poem is unclear, and makes the poem different from a standard Home Thoughts poem. 

鄉思 

 

峨嵋山下水如油， 

憐我心同不繫舟。 

何日片帆離錦浦， 

棹聲齊唱發中流。 

Home Thoughts 

 

Below lofty Mt. Mei the water is like oil. 

It’s a pity that my heart is an unmoored boat. 

What day did this slip of sail depart from the Brocade Shore? 

To the sound of oars in even stroke I set out in mid stream. 

 

The “home” of this poem might be Chang’an, Xue Tao’s ancestral home, which she 

either left at a very young age or never saw. It could also be about longing for an absent person, 

or for something more insubstantial, perhaps a more permanent existence. The “it’s a pity” of the 
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second line seems to indicate this last possibility. In the second line the “unmoored boat” points 

to Zhuangzi庄子(4
th

 century BCE), which suggests that a more figurative reading might be what 

the author intends.  

 If Xue Tao is longing for Chang’an, or Chengdu, then this is a typical Home Thoughts 

poem. But Xue Tao’s family moved to Chengdu when she was very young or before she was 

born, so she most likely did not remember Chang’an. Nor is a yearning for Chang’an ever 

expressed in any of her remaining poems. It is Chengdu and Xichuan that Xue Tao frequently 

refers to with the fondness of a native. In the first line, Mt. Emei is mentioned, which situates the 

poem in Xichuan. Since Mt. Emei is some distance from Chengdu, it is possible that Xue Tao 

was traveling, and is speaking wistfully of the city. Or perhaps she is in Chengdu and it is Mt. 

Emei that she is longing for, and she is imagining the appearance of the water below Mt. Emei 

nostalgically in the first line. But the depth of longing described in the poem seems 

disproportionate for the distance; Mt. Emei is 140 kms from the center of modern Chengdu. In 

Xue Tao’s time, this would have been a fair distance, but still not far enough to merit such a 

longing tone. 

The ambiguity of the speaker’s “home” in this poem probably reflects the feelings Xue 

Tao would have had toward this concept in her own life. As a courtesan and public woman she 

would have severed her ties to any family home she might have returned to in Chang’an, and 

marrying into a respectable household was also unlikely. With her subsistence as a courtesan 

dependent on the whims of her patron, and given the frequency that position changed, (it is said 

Xue Tao served 11 different military governors during the course of her life), her position as an 

official courtesan was also unstable. When taking these factors into consideration, it makes the 
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likelihood that the speaker in Xue Tao’s poem is longing for a more stable existence and a place 

to call home seem highly possible. 

 Finally, the imagery and sequence of the poem also set it apart from a typical Home 

Thoughts poem. Home Thoughts poems are usually focused around two sequential actions of the 

traveler: first they look at the scene before them, and then they reminisce about home. In Xue 

Tao’s poem, instead of a immobile speaker, there is a strong sense of movement. The first line 

starts out with a stationary scene: “Below lofty Mt. Mei the water is like oil.” But the next three 

lines all contain indicators of movement. In the second line the speaker laments her transient 

nature: “It’s a pity that my heart is an unmoored boat” and then reflects in the next line on their 

departure: “What day did this slip of sail depart from the Brocade Shore?” Finally, in the last line 

of the poem, rather than arriving at a destination, we have what seems to be the active beginning 

of another journey: “To the sound of oars in even stroke I set out in mid stream.”  

Where is the speaker setting out for in the last line? Perhaps they are beginning a quest 

for a place that can be called “home”. Or perhaps it is just the beginning of another journey in 

their transient unmoored lifestyle. The fact that no definite destination is mentioned or reached in 

the last line defies the traditional layout of  Home Thoughts poems. In fact, no character 

associated with the concept of ‘home’ occurs in the poem at all, outside of the title. Instead, there 

is a variety of travel vocabulary.  

The final poem contains conventional images associated with longing poems, yet the 

longing itself remains undefined. 
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江邊 

 

西風忽報雁雙雙， 

人世心形兩自降。 

不為魚腸有真訣， 

誰能夜夜立清江。 

River Side 

 

From the west wind an abrupt report of wild geese, side by side 

But in the world of men body and soul descend alone. 

If not for the genuine secrets we find in fishes bellies, 

who could, night after night, stand by the clear river? 

 

 It is possible to interpret this poem as a poem of romantic longing. In the first line, wild 

geese are usually associated with correspondence between parted lovers. The last two characters 

of the first line shuang shuang 雙雙, or “pair-by-pair”, emphasize this coupling connotation, 

though it could also translate to “side by side”, if the usual “v” formation in which geese migrate 

is imagined. The image of the geese flying together is contrasted in the next line with “in the 

world of men body and soul descend by themselves”. This line contrasts with the expected 

reaction of the lonely persona. Rather than seeing the geese and mourning on their own solitude, 

or resenting the geese for not bringing a letter from a distant lover, the speaker of the poem 

instead reflects rather philosophically on the universal loneliness of human existence.  

The purpose of the downward movement in the second line goes beyond contrasting the 

body and soul’s descent with the literal descent of the geese. It also evokes the Chinese view of 

time. Instead of going from left to right, in China time is often imagined as going from top to 

bottom, or progressing downwards. So this line could also be read, “in the world of men, hearts 

progress through time alone”, or basically, we live out our lives alone. Compared to complaints 

of personal loneliness usually made in poems of longing, this expression of universal tragedy is a 

very ambitious and empathetic sentiment.  

The third line contains another allusion to correspondence via animal messengers. The 

messages “in fish bellies” come from a Han era story of a poet who used to throw his letters into 

a stream to have them delivered by fish. In time, fish and geese became so associated with this 
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role as message bearers that a four character idiom yu yan wang lai 魚雁往來, or “fish and geese 

go to and fro” came to be associated with correspondence between lovers
13

. However the 

character used for “secrets” in the third line has more of a connotation of “secrets of an art” or 

“tricks of the trade”, than a romantic sort of secret. It could also mean secrets of a political nature. 

Though Xue Tao was not known for making political commentary in her poetry, it is a possible 

interpretation. 

If the secrets are indeed “secrets of an art” then they could be secrets of the poetic art. 

Perhaps Xue Tao is referring to her poetic correspondence with another poet. The speaker states 

that these secrets are the only things that sustain them as they wait by the river. If it is these 

poetic exchanges that sustain them while they wait, then for what is the speaker waiting? Is it 

recognition of their poetic talents? Or perhaps the speaker is still waiting for a stable home and 

identity, as in the previous poem. In contrast with the “clear river” of the last line, the object of 

the speaker’s longing is rather opaque. 

Ambiguity is an integral part of Chinese poetry, but in “River Side” it is particularly 

pronounced. It is caused in part by Xue Tao’s use of images that are not as closely associated 

with a particular meaning or genre. For example, in the first poems “Sent to Afar” the moon and 

high place led to an association with the qifu genre. Conversely, in “River Side”, the allusions 

and symbolism used creates the sense of longing while still allowing the poem to retain a sense 

of ambiguity as to the speaker’s identity and the exact nature of their longing, suggesting that the 

ambiguity is itself intentional and part of the overall atmosphere of the poem.  Perhaps as in Xue 

Tao’s “Home Thoughts”, where the lack of a specific home lends the poem its unique quality, 

the beguiling ambiguity of the longing in “River Side” is what gives the poem its charm. 

                                                             
13

 Zhao Ziyong and Peter T. Morris, Cantonese Love Songs: An English Translation of Jiu Ji-Yung's 
Cantonese Songs of the Early 19th Century, (Hong Kong: Hong Kong University Press, 1992) p 65. 
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Though the four poems discussed above all fit into the ‘Poems of Longing’ category, the 

feeling of longing is achieved via methods different from those typically employed for such 

poems. The first pair of poems, “Sent to Afar” adheres closely to other typical poems of its type 

by using a female persona and containing the expected imagery, while also demonstrating 

interesting twists of familiar motifs. The next poem, “Home thoughts” contains some of the 

sentiments expected in a typical “Home Thoughts” poem, but the longing conveyed is much 

more complex than simple home sickness. The last poem, “River Side” contains elements of 

longing, but the longing itself is vague enough to make the reader wonder for what end the tropes 

used (geese, letters in fish, etc.) are employed. 

In all the poems, Xue Tao’s consciousness of the poetic convention is demonstrated both 

by her use of and disregard for it. This awareness of genre and play with what is expected is also 

an essential element in Xue Tao’s “Poems of Banishment”. 
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Chapter Two 

Poems of Banishment 

In contrast with poems of longing, which frequently borrow a female persona, poems that 

fall into the ‘banishment’ category are usually in an autobiographical voice. Banishment poems 

arose in response to the transient lives of officials, much the same as Home Thoughts poems. A 

common punishment for a civil servant of the Tang dynasty was to be sent to some remote and 

undesirable province to continue their service far from the capital. This poem by Han Yu 韓愈 

(768-824), a contemporary of Xue Tao, exemplifies the genre: 

左遷至藍關示侄孫

湘 

 

一封朝奏九重天， 

夕貶潮陽路八千。 

欲為聖明除弊事， 

肯將衰朽惜殘年！ 

雲橫秦嶺家何在？ 

雪擁藍關馬不前。 

知汝遠來應有意， 

好收吾骨瘴江邊。 

 

For My Nephew, Hsiang, on my Demotion and Arrival at Lankuan 

Pass 

 

I submitted a memorial to the palace at dawn 

by dusk I was bound for Chaoyang two thousand miles away 

I hoped to rid the court of evil ways 

but dared in my senility to begrudge a few more years 

Chinling clouds now bar me from my home 

Lankuan snows still block the path ahead 

there must be a reason you’ve traveled this far 

no doubt to collect my bones from some infested river.
14

 

 

 The poem contains the key characteristics of banishment poems; descriptions of distance, 

images of a hostile natural environment and the speakers own protest against their banishment. 

Han Yu in his poem is very candid about his grievance, perhaps because he was addressing a 

family member. Poets would usually air their complaints in a more metaphorical manner to avoid 

risk of reprisal. 

                                                             
14

 Red Pine, Poems of the Masters, China's Classic Anthology of T'ang and Sung Dynasty Verse, (Port 

Townsend, Wash: Copper Canyon Press, 2003) p 445. 
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Although the sentence of banishment would seem preferable to incarceration or death, 

sometimes it was just as bad, as officials from the north sent to the south often sickened and died 

in the southern climate. Other undesirable regions included the western and northern frontiers, 

which bordered barren steppe and desert in turns. Although in these areas the climate could be 

more manageable, the cultural climate, remote from the center of the Tang Empire, was 

considered unbearable. 

Those banished were intended to suffer in two ways. First they were deprived of the 

comforts of civilized Chinese society, and second they were often relocated so far from the 

capital that forgiveness, and therefore promotion and acceleration of their career, was difficult or 

impossible. Banishment poems developed as a popular outlet for exiled officials to channel their 

resentment, perhaps more from the hope that circulating their poetry would attract the notice of a 

sympathetic ear with the power to recall them than for the sake of self expression. 

Women, who did not hold government offices, were understandably rarely given 

occasion to take part in the banishment tradition. This did not necessarily mean exclusion from 

the tradition, as many successful Tang officials who were never banished wrote poems where 

they borrowed the voice of a banished official. However, it seems from some of her poems that 

Xue Tao did experience banishment, though like most episodes of Xue Tao’s life, whether she 

was actually banished and for what reasons are subject to speculation. There is a theory Xue Tao 

was banished by Wei Gao for accepting bribes from people who hoped to curry favor with the 

military governor through her. Other rumors say that she got caught up in the rebellions that 

swept the region in the early 9
th
 century and was banished as a result. A third view is that Xue 

Tao was never banished at all and her poems of ‘banishment’ are simply exercises on a well 

known theme, or perhaps a method to regain the lost attention of a patron.  
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Though the exact reasons for and nature of Xue Tao’s banishment are impossible to 

confirm, an examination of the environment in which such a banishment may have occurred may 

help illuminate possible interpretations of Xue Tao’s banishment poems. 

Xue Tao’s Chengdu 

The city of Chengdu and its surrounding area appears often in Xue Tao’s poetry. Today a 

bustling city located in Sichuan Province, in Xue Tao’s time Chengdu was in Xichuan near the 

western border of the Tang Empire. Its natural beauties were much celebrated by poets of the 

Tang and other dynasties. Geographically, the city is located near the eastern edge of the Tibetan 

plateau, and climatically it is mild for most of the year. Traveling west of the city, toward the 

plateau and the border, the elevation rises and conditions grow more severe.  

Despite its often picturesque appearance in poetry as the ‘Brocade City’, Chengdu was 

located to the far west of The Tang Empire, in theory near one of the dreaded ‘border regions’. 

Xichuan shared its western border with the Tibetan Empire, which in the 8
th
 century was one of 

the chief powers in central Asia, and a real threat to the Tang. During the An Lushan rebellion 

(755-763), the Tibetan Empire took advantage of the disorder to capture and hold the capital 

Chang’an for a brief period of time. 

During Xue Tao’s time the Tibetan pressure beyond the border and the Tang’s own 

military presence was still very strongly felt in Chengdu. Xue Tao’s longtime patron, Wei Gao, 

as the military governor, would have played an integral role in the military affairs of the region. 

This martial presence strongly affected both Xue Tao’s life and her poetry, as can be seen in the 

poem below written to commemorate the completion of a military outpost. 

籌邊樓 

平臨云鳥八窗秋， 

壯壓西川四十州。 

For the Opening of Border Strategy Tower 

 

Level with 

The clouds and birds:  
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諸將莫貪羌族馬， 

最高層處見邊頭。 

Eight windows look out over fall. 

 

Western Rivers’ forty garrisons 

Are under firm control. 

 

Not one general covets 

The Tibetan tribes’ 

Fine steeds. 

 

From the tower top one sees 

Where 

The frontier starts.
15

 

 

Living in Chengdu and serving as courtesan to the military governor, Xue Tao was no 

stranger to the border and to the conflict going on there, and this familiarity is reflected in her 

poems of banishment. 

Xue Tao’s Poems of Banishment 

Of Xue Tao’s surviving poems, four are on the theme of banishment. They are divided 

into two sets of pairs addressed to two different people; two to Commander Wei (Wei Gao) and 

two to a Minister Wu, presumably Wu Yuanheng 武元衡 (758-815), a well liked and successful 

Minister who filled the role of military governor from about 807 to 813. However, whether they 

are who the poems were initially addressed to is disputed, and there are many alternate versions 

of the poems themselves. This suggests that the poems were circulated widely, errors being 

introduced during copying and re-copying. 

This leads to the question of who was circulating Xue Tao’s poems and why. For Xue 

Tao, who corresponded with a number of prominent literati and officials, having her poems 

circulated to some degree would not have been unusual. But to have them circulated enough to 

cause such irregularity in different versions, suggests intentional circulation by the writer in 
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order to reach a larger audience. If Xue Tao was circulating the poems herself through her 

correspondences and other means, then she was employing the same tact of the banished scholar-

official by trying to redeem herself through her poetry in order to be recalled. 

 Here is the first of the four existing poems that can be included in Xue Tao’s ‘Poems of 

Banishment’: 

罰赴邊有懷上韋令

公二首 

 

聞道邊城苦， 

而今到始知。 

卻將門下曲， 

唱與隴頭兒。 

Being Banished to the Border and feeling Nostalgic, Two Poems to 

Commander Wei (I) 

 

I’d heard the road to the border was bitter with hardships. 

Now that I’ve arrived I’ve begun to comprehend. 

As if I am still in the generals halls I begin a song, 

and sing it for mountain chiefs and their sons. 

 

 The first line of the poem tells of the speaker’s assumed familiarity with the hostile 

standards on the frontier, and the second line admits somewhat contritely that the hostility 

surpasses even her expectations. The third line is flattering to the addressee; even banished and 

surrounded by new faces and environment, the speaker is still thinking of the addressee’s court, 

and is playing, nostalgically, a song from it. This line calls to mind the story of the Han woman 

Cai Yan蔡琰 of the 3
rd

 century, who, kidnapped and in a strange new environment, takes up a 

Chinese song. In the third line the speaker openly admits to her shame at using her talents, once 

so treasured in the court of the addressee, to entertain an audience in the fourth line that is either 

uninterested or incapable of appreciating them. 

The second poem of the pair continues the image of a forlorn woman at the border that 

was begun by the musical references of the first poem, but adds a surprisingly overt female 

element in the third line. 
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罰赴邊有懷上韋令

公二首 

 

黠虜猶違命， 

烽煙直北愁。 

卻教嚴譴妾， 

不敢向松州。 

Being Banished to the Border and feeling Nostalgic, Two Poems to 

Commander Wei (II) 

 

Sly, cunning captives still vie with fate. 

Signal smoke rises straight and the north worries. 

Yet this concubine has been strictly taught her lesson. 

I wouldn’t dare to venture towards Songzhou. 

 

This poem initially is similar to the one that precedes it in tone and format. In the first 

two lines Xue Tao again makes mention of the bleakness of the borderlands. First the speaker 

reviles against the “sly, cunning captives’ who ‘still vie with fate”. The “sly, cunning captives” 

suggests that the speaker is surrounded not only by country hicks that are unable to appreciate 

her songs, as in the first poem, but also violent, unruly and un-sinicized border people. In the 

original Chinese, the word used for fate in this line is ming 命 which is often associated with 

what westerners know as the “mandate of heaven”. This gives the poem a note of regality that is 

carried on in the second line. “Signal smoke rises straight and the north worries.” The north was 

the direction commonly associated with the emperor, who was thought to sit in the north and 

look south benevolently at all his subjects.  

 The final two lines of the poem mimic the first poem in giving voice to the speaker’s 

apologetic feelings. However in this second poem the intrusion of female elements is more 

prominent. The first poem simply contains an allusion to a female entertainer with the speaker 

taking up a song and singing it for mountain chieftains. There are no pronouns; the female 

element comes from the image of a musical entertainer and from imagining the poem in the 

voice of Xue Tao herself. However, in the third line of the second poem Xue Tao specifically 

uses the word “妾” (qiè, concubine; or more possibly here, a self-humbling way to say “I” for a 

woman), an unmistakably gendered word. This is the only time this word for concubine occurs in 
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all of Xue Tao’s remaining poems. Its use here both humbles the speaker in her projection of 

herself, as well as subtly suggesting intimacy with the addressee. A concubine, below a formal 

wife in the familial hierarchy, was none the less married/ bound to her husband. Insinuating an 

intimate relationship between herself and her listener while at the same time humbling herself 

using the image of a chastened concubine is almost as cunning a move as one would expect from 

the sly captives in the first line of the poem. 

The third line also brings sensuality to a poem that is otherwise made up entirely of bleak 

imagery and hostile border people. As we saw in the previous chapter, the image of a forsaken 

woman was so favored by male poets that by Xue Tao’s time it was a well established persona. 

In Chinese these last two lines literally read “But (you’ve) taught (and) strictly reprimanded (this) 

concubine, (I) won’t dare (to) face Songzhou”, creating the image of a chastened, humbled 

concubine surrounded by the bleak frontier, a very romanticized image not far from that of the 

abandoned wife or lover that occurs in the qifu and guiyuan genres. The difference is that the 

speaker of Xue Tao’s banishment poems has left the inner chambers to which the qifu and guiyan 

personas are usually confined.  

The regal allusions (to the mandate of heaven and the emperor) of the first two lines 

contrast sharply, almost irreverently, with the humble and sensualized language of the last two 

lines. In creating this contrast, Xue Tao hopes to show how insignificant her own crime and 

subsequent banishment are in the face of the problems then plaguing the Tang empire. 

These two banishment poems could be seen as an attempt to blend the banished official 

and the forsaken woman voice. A banished official borrowing the voice of a forsaken woman 

was not unusual. The uncommon element is that Xue Tao is in the reverse situation. Perhaps 
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because of this, she is able to blend the line between the forsaken woman voice and the banished 

scholar voice much more effectively.  

Two more of Xue Tao’s poems on the theme of banishment exist. Although in the Quan 

Tang Shi the next two poems are addressed to Minister Wu, in some compilations they are 

addressed to Wei Gao. In support of the theory that the two sets were sent to two different people, 

there does seem to be a subtle difference in tone between the two sets of banishment poems. 

While all four poems seem to have been written in order to express the author’s plight in such a 

way to make the listener sympathize with her, the tone of the second two poems below is more 

personal and lyrical in its use of language than the desolate entreaty of the first set of poems, 

suggesting a more gracious relation to the recipient. 

罰赴邊上韋相公二首 

 

螢在荒蕪月在天， 

螢飛豈到月輪邊。 

重光萬里應相照， 

目斷云霄信不傳。 

Banished to the Border, to Mi’lord Wu, Two Poems (I) 

 

Firefly in the wasteland grass, moon in the sky. 

The firefly darts, but how could it reach the edge of the moons arc?  

Their doubled light could shine 10,000 miles together. 

But the sight is cut off by night clouds, the truth doesn’t get through. 

 

In this first poem there is no explicit mention of the frontier, though the title and the 

wasteland of the first line identify it as the setting of the poem. In this poem, the firefly 

represents the speaker, confined to the grasses of the steppes. The moon, far away in the sky, is 

her addressee. This contrast is intended as flattery, with the speaker comparing the impossibility 

of her, a humble firefly, reaching her listener, the bright moon, reinforced in the second line. The 

third line ‘Their doubled light could shine a million miles’ suggests a closeness to the listener 

that has not yet been achieved, similar to the insinuation made by using ‘concubine’ in the 

previous poem, but less overt. In the speaker’s opinion, her correct place is beside her listener, 
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suggesting this poem was to someone she was close to, or at least someone she wanted to flatter 

with the allusion of closeness. 

The last line appears to contain a hint to the motivation behind this poem. “But vision 

fails, cut off by clouds: honest letters don’t get through.” The literal Chinese translation is: 

“View interrupted (by) cloudy mist, letters don’t transmit.” This line could be read a number of 

ways. There could be something physically preventing the conveyance of the speaker’s letters. 

There could be clouds on the steppes blocking the speakers view towards home and the listener, 

or perhaps something in the speaker’s situation is preventing them from sending her letters 

successfully. If interpreted more metaphorically, xin 信, or ‘letter’ can also be read ‘believe’, ‘at 

will’, and ‘trust’, which mean the speaker is trying to say that their honest feelings are not being 

conveyed. Possibly this is a self-effacing comment on the speaker’s own poetry, saying that they 

are unable to convey their sincerity with their own abilities. Or perhaps they are rebuking the 

addressee for an earlier rejection of the speaker’s earnest feelings.  

The second poem starts with an image of the speaker in a miserable environment: 

罰赴邊上韋相公二首 

 

按轡嶺頭寒復寒， 

微風細雨徹心肝。 

但得放兒歸舍去， 

山水屏風永不看。 

Banished to the Border, to Mi’lord Wu, Two Poems (II) 

 

Rein in on the mountain top. It was cold, but now it’s colder. 

Even a trifling breeze and fine rain penetrate my soul. 

If I were only free to return, I turn around straight away. 

At landscapes on folding screens, I’ll never look again. 

 

The “cold and colder still” of the first line is an intense image; the reader can see the 

speaker stopping their horse in a gust of cold wind and pulling their clothes more tightly about 

them. However, the next line seems to contradict this intense picture. “Fine drizzle” and “gentle 

breezes” suggest that it is not really the weather that pierces the heart and liver, but the sight 

before the speaker. The third line is a supplication to be allowed to return, though it is uncertain 
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if the addressee is actually able to grant this plea or if the speaker is saying this wistfully. The 

last line brings to mind another one of Xue Tao’s poems where she thanks someone for sending 

her a painting. A folded screen would have been something common in a well furnished Tang 

household. 

 The final line can be interpreted more deeply if the theory that Xue Tao was banished for 

accepting bribes is considered. The obvious interpretation is that if Xue Tao is allowed to return, 

she will never again ponder the beauty of the landscapes she sees on screens, now that she knows 

the harshness of a real life landscape. However, less obvious in the poem, is that the item Xue 

Tao will refuse to look at is very specifically a painted screen, as opposed to a painting. The 

difference is significant in that unlike a painting, which serves purely ornamental purposes, a 

screen can also be used to hide things, such as people. Perhaps, the screen is concealing a person, 

one tempting Xue Tao with a bribe. Or if we explore another function of a screen, as a divider, 

perhaps the offence for which Xue Tao was punished was transgressing the division between her 

own sphere and the sphere symbolized by the space beyond the screen.  

 Though the exact details of Xue Tao’s banishment are unknown, records exist supporting 

the story that she somehow angered Wei Gao enough so that he “sent her away”. This could 

simply mean he dismissed her, without necessarily banishing her to the frontier. A more likely 

possibility is that Xue Tao wrote the first two of these poems after having displeased Wei Gao, 

and used the banished scholar motif combined with the forsaken woman voice to appeal to her 

patron. As mentioned before, having grown up so close to the edge of the empire, she would no 

doubt be familiar with the situations there and be able to write about them based on what she had 

heard without having to be actually banished to them. Previous banishment poems by other poets 

could have served as material as well. 
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 The second set of poems could have been written by Xue Tao to Wu Yuanheng before 

meeting him, as a form of introduction, rather than as an attempt to be recalled from banishment. 

Wu Yuanheng already held considerable power and prestige and was well liked by the emperor 

by the time he was posted to Chengdu. This would explain Xue Tao’s somewhat elegiac 

metaphor in the first poem where she compares herself to a firefly unable to even approach the 

luminescent moon.  

Judging from what little evidence remains, as well as the poems themselves, it seems 

unlikely that Xue Tao was actually banished, at least not to the extremes of the empire, as 

suggested in her poems. It is probable however that she did write these poems in response to 

certain situations in which she needed to win or regain favor with those in power. To this end, we 

can see her employing the same tactic used by banished officials, but with her own distinctive 

note of “banished courtesan”. As records say that Xue Tao was recalled by Wei Gao twice after 

dismissal, as well as entering into service under Wu Yuanheng, it seems that her tactics were 

successful. 
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Chapter Three 

Poems of Outings 

 Although women of the cosmopolitan Tang dynasty were able to enjoy many more 

freedoms than their counterparts in more conservative dynasties, Tang noble women were still 

restricted to the inner sphere of society, or the nei (内 inside). “Inner sphere” does not 

necessarily mean that they were physically confined within their homes. There are many 

accounts of Tang women traveling on excursions for pleasure with their servants and female 

friends or relatives. But they would have rarely kept company with males from outside their 

household. Even though they were physically permitted to leave the inner nei of the home, 

women were still restricted from interacting with the wai (外 outside) of the masculine sphere 

and everything it symbolized: politics, male gatherings, and in a sense literature, which was 

primarily the domain of the male literati.  

 The exception to this was the courtesan. Although a man would not usually bring his wife 

or concubine to a meeting with friends or business partners, a courtesan he might, especially if 

she was a talented one and he wanted to show her off. Courtesans themselves were often the 

appointed hostess of such events, especially those in official courtesan positions like Xue Tao, 

and it would have fallen to them to facilitate interaction and discussion between the guests. 

 As a renowned courtesan, Xue Tao would have been requested often to attend parties 

and other excursions. Xue Tao’s rejection to one such invitation is described in the following 

poem, and shows a surprising amount of independent volition. 

段相國游武擔寺病

不能從題寄 

 

消瘦翻堪見令公， 

落花無那恨東風。 

Sent upon Being Ill and Unable to Accompany Minister Duan on an 

Excursion to Wudan Temple 

  

Wasted away: no longer 

Fit for an audience with milord. 
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儂心猶道青春在， 

羞看飛蓬石鏡中。 

 

No use for falling flowers 

To resent east winds 

That bring them down. 

 

Though I still say my heart 

Holds the green of spring, 

 

What shame if my hair were reflected 

In “Stone Mirror” on Wudan Hill, 

Bedraggled as tumbleweed!
16

 

 

 This poem politely refuses Minister Duan’s request on the basis of illness, as stated in the 

title and the first stanza. The second and third stanzas however also imply that the reason for Xue 

Tao’s refusal is that she is embarrassed about her age. The “east wind” is the wind that brings 

spring and new life, and Xue Tao in the second stanza seems to be acknowledging her age, 

though the “no use for falling flowers” of the translation makes her sound somewhat begrudging. 

The third stanza shows that the Poetess still considers herself young at heart, even if, as in the 

last line, she is too ashamed to go out and have others see her in her aged/unwell state, or to see 

her own reflection in the ‘stone mirror’ of the final stanza. 

The reader of course will wonder at the validity of such a refusal. As an aging courtesan, 

trying to provide for herself, surely any invitation would have been appreciated. This suggests 

that at the time in her life when Xue Tao wrote this poem, she was established enough to have 

the luxury of refusing invitations. It demonstrates the extent of freedom Xue Tao, as a successful 

courtesan, was granted. Not only was she given invitations to participate in outings of the wai 

sphere such as this one, she was also able to refuse such invitations, from the position of a 

women’s traditionally allotted nei sphere. 

                                                             
16

 Larson, p 35. 
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Although an ‘outing’ poem would usually be classed in the genre of ‘occasional’ poetry. 

This chapter focuses chiefly on four poems that center around ‘outings’ because of the literal 

transgression these outings make outside the boundaries of Tang society. Besides demonstrating 

a crossing of the nei/wai boundary, the four poems discussed below contain many images and 

suggestions that could have been considered controversial by a more orthodox audience.  

Xue Tao’s Poems of Outings  

The first two poems to be examined were actually composed on a prospective outing that 

does not occur because of inclement weather. The pair of poems was written in reaction to bad 

weather on the day of the Double Ninth festival, which occurs on the ninth day of the ninth 

month in the Chinese calendar. Friends and family would come together to climb to a high point, 

drink chrysanthemum wine, and wear dogwood somewhere on their person. Composing poetry 

to commemorate the occasion would certainly have been one of the activities practiced, and it is 

likely Xue Tao composed this poem in a group setting, though conversely, there seems to be an 

erotic undertone in the second of these poems which suggests that they were composed in a more 

intimate setting for a particular patron. 

Because of the traditional association of the number nine with the “yang” or male 

element, the ‘Double Ninth’ holiday and its poetry came to be associated with masculinity and 

fraternity. Double Ninth poems are often in the form of a male poet celebrating with his brothers 

or male friends by climbing hills and drinking chrysanthemum wine, or missing them, such as in 

Wang Wei’s 王维 (699-759) poem below: 

九月九日憶山東兄

弟 

獨在異鄉為異客, 

On the Mountain Holiday, Thinking of My Brothers in Shan-Tung
17

 

 

All alone in a foreign land, 

I am twice as homesick this day 

                                                             
17

 Bynner and Kiang, p 190. 
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每逢佳節倍思親. 

遙知兄弟登高處, 

遍插茱萸少一人. 

When brothers carry dogwood up the mountain, 

Each of them a branch—and my branch missing. 

 

 

In contrast with this yang tradition, Xue Tao’s Double Ninth poems contain prevalently 

“yin”, or feminine imagery. If Xue Tao’s Double Ninth poems were composed in a group setting, 

it was a very audacious use of the feminine imagery in a genre which was defined by its 

associations with the masculine. 

九日遇雨二首 

 

萬里驚飆朔氣深， 

江城蕭索晝陰陰。 

誰憐不得登山去， 

可惜寒芳色似金。 

 

茱萸秋節佳期阻， 

金菊寒花滿院香。 

神女欲來知有意， 

先令云雨暗池塘。 

 

On the Ninth Day Festival, Encountering Rain, Two Poems  

 

From 10,000 li: a startling whirl of Shanxi wind gusts deep. 

The River city is mournful, the daylight is grey. 

Who would regret not being able to make the usual climb? 

Instead cherish the cold aroma of flowers, tinted like gold. 

 

Dogwood berries, autumn knots, but the best time’s been mired. 

Golden chrysanthemum’s winter blooms fill the courtyard with scent. 

It’s the Goddess’s longed for return, do you know her intentions? 

Her first order, clouds and rain, darkens ponds and pools. 

Both poems contain elements of more customary Double Ninth poems, with mention of 

climbs and chrysanthemums and dogwood berries. However, the traditional climb is prevented 

by rain, a yin element. The speaker, in a subversive tone, says “Who would regret not being able 

to make the usual climb?” and suggests that the listener should cherish the flowers around them 

instead, “flowers” here likely being a metaphor for Xue Tao herself and other courtesans who 

may have been present. These chrysanthemum flowers, the most feminine of the objects 

associated with the Double Ninth, are given their own line and emphasized in both poems. Or, if 

the bright, golden chrysanthemums are viewed as a symbol of yang, then the yin element of the 

rain that saturates them is yet another instance of the yin pervading the yang. 
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 The subversive tone of the first poem changes to a seductive one in the second poem. 

There is an even more noticeable intrusion of yin elements, personified in the Goddess shennu 神

女 of the third line. The Goddess that Xue Tao is referring to is from a popular legend of the 

King of Chu, where said Goddess manifests herself to the King one night, makes love to him, 

and then disappears, telling the King he can find her “in the morning clouds and evening rain”
18

. 

The term “clouds and rain” since came be a euphemism for sexual intercourse and liaisons. This 

“clouds and rain” allusion is what is implied in the fourth line. This theme of assignation is also 

encouraged by the use of “delightful time” jiaqi 佳期 in the first line. The character 期 of this 

phrase often occurs in the Shijing in reference to a rendezvous. 

This deliberate manipulation of what was commonly a thematically male genre to 

celebrate feminine space and elements would have no doubt seemed particularly provocative to 

her audience. Xue Tao’s motivation for such provocation is open for speculation. It could be 

seen as an intentional challenge of the Double Ninth poem stereotype, or as an attempt to 

tantalize a primarily male audience. Or perhaps she was simply inspired by the rain. Whatever 

the intention, the challenging nature of Xue Tao’s Double Ninth poems show that she was not 

afraid of controversy. 

The next poem could also be viewed as controversial, depending on how its images are 

interpreted. It could be categorized as a poem of an outing, or it could be a poem describing a 

painting, making it a yongwu 咏物 ‘chant-thing’ poem, or both.  

斛石山書事 

 

王家山水畫圖中， 

意思都盧粉墨容。 

Account of Hushi Mountain 

 

In the middle of a landscape by Master Wang 

Pondering the elegant lines, the splashes of ink, 

                                                             
18

  For more on the legend of the Goddess, see Stephen Owen An Anthology of Chinese Literature: Beginnings 

to 1911 (New York: W.W. Norton, 1996) p 189. 
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今日忽登虛境望， 

步搖冠翠一千峰。 

Today, suddenly I climbed to an empty place and looked out, 

As I walked my kingfisher crown swayed 1000 peaks. 

 

If we view this poem as a yongwu poem, then the interpretation of the poem could be that 

the speaker is not in actual fact climbing mountains; she is simply looking at pictures of 

mountains and imagining herself climbing them. This was actually a popular topic for poetry and 

an activity practiced often by women, especially in later dynasties. It was referred to as woyou 卧

游, literally “lying down travel”, or “armchair travel”. 

 On the flip side it could be viewed as a poem of an outing, in which the speaker of the 

poem does actually climb a mountain. The title of this poem is a reference to an actual place in 

Xichuan, supporting the theory that this poem could be about an actual climb. The “landscape by 

Master Wang” of the first line could be an implied simile. The speaker is standing in a landscape 

equivalent in beauty to one painted by Master Wang. 

The second line describes the scene using language that would normally be applied to a 

painting, such as “ink”, and “elegant lines”. However it is possible that this artesian language is 

actually being used to describe a natural landscape that has the appearance of a painting, in much 

the same way as Xue Tao uses language incongruous with natural scenery to describe the change 

of seasons in her “Sent to Afar” poems. 

 The third line signals a sudden transition from the state of being still and considering a 

painting and/or landscape, to the actual movement of the outing itself. The words Xue Tao uses 

for “empty place” have strong connotations with enlightenment in Buddhism. It could be that the 

speaker achieved enlightenment from looking at the painting, or perhaps after climbing and 

looking at the view before her.  
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This possible enlightenment seems to be contrasted by the frivolousness and playful tone 

of the final line. “As I walked my kingfisher cap swayed along 1000 peaks.” Kingfisher crowns 

or caps, like the name suggests, were hair ornaments worn by women and decorated with the 

vibrant turquoise feathers of the kingfisher. Probably because of the painstaking and expensive 

process involved in collecting and inlaying kingfisher feathers onto metal, the kingfisher 

ornaments were associated with noble or royal women of status
19

. The line leaves the reader with 

the regal and exultant image of the poem’s speaker wearing such a crown and strolling leisurely 

along a thousand mountain tops. 

On its own this image is powerful enough. But it is possible to go even further and 

associate the image with the tragic imperial consort Yang Guifei 杨贵妃 (719-756), who is said 

to have often worn such a crown. Yang Guifei spent her youth in Chengdu, and may have visited 

Hushi Mountain. Or even if she never visited it, the fact that she lived in the area would give a 

poet enough license to imagine such an outing.  

Many dated the beginning of the decline of the Tang to the An Lushan rebellion, for 

which some hold Consort Yang responsible. Because of her familial ties to the rebellion, it was 

the Emperor’s own royal guard who insisted on her execution as the Emperor fled the capital to 

escape the rebellion. This episode was immortalized in Bai Juyi’s 白居易 (772–846) “Song of 

Everlasting Regret”, Chang Hen Ge 長恨歌. In the poem, a kingfisher crown is mentioned when 

Yang is killed
20

. This poem is traditionally dated to 806, and is known to have achieved 

immediate success and promulgation. Xue Tao and Bai Juyi were also said to have corresponded, 

                                                             
19

For more information see the Appendix. “Kingfish Headdress”. National Museums Scotland. Web. 2 Feb. 

2013. <http://www.nms.ac.uk/highlights/objects_in_focus/kingfisher_headdress.aspx> 
20

‘花鈿委地無人收，翠翹金雀玉搔頭’ “Her ornate headdress fell to the ground, and nobody picked it up; 

Then her kingfisher hair ornament, her gold sparrow hairpin and her jade hair clasp.” Bai Juyi, “Song of 

Everlasting Regret”  8 November 2012. <http://en.wikisource.org/wiki/Song_of_Everlasting_Regret>. 
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so it is highly probable that Xue Tao would have encountered Bai Juyi’s poem during her life 

time. The characters ‘步搖’ and ‘冠翠’ that occur in the last line of Xue Tao’s poem both occur 

in Bai Juyi’s poem in reference to Yang herself.  

If Xue Tao’s speaker is indeed comparing herself to Yang Guifei, this is a perplexing 

image. For one thing, literature has largely perpetuated the idea that Yang was either directly or 

indirectly responsible for the An Lushan rebellion. On one end of the spectrum there are those 

who say she was an innocent scapegoat, while those on the other claim she was an evil temptress 

who brought the Tang to its knees. The majority in Xue Tao’s time would have been in support 

of the latter view.  

Bai Juyi’s poem begins with “A certain emperor of the Han dynasty
 
placed a premium on 

his dalliances, and longed for a woman so beautiful, that he might be tempted to ignore his duties 

at court, and thus bring about the downfall of his empire.
”  

Here ‘Han’ is used to avoid direct 

criticism of the Tang imperial house, but the condemnation is still clear. Why would the speaker 

of Xue Tao’s poem identify with a woman who was viewed with such disapproval? 

Even more intriguing than the possible association to Yang Guifei is the speaker’s 

attitude in the last line of the poem.  In Bai Juyi’s poem, Yang Guifei is a helpless, tragic beauty 

entrapped by the events of her era. In Xue Tao’s poem there is no trace of weakness or the tragic. 

It is with an active sense of volition that the speaker “suddenly climbs to an empty place and 

looks out” and a vibrant and triumphant tone that their “kingfisher cap sways along 1000 peaks.” 

Regardless of whether the image in the last line is referring to Yang Guifei, it contains a 

powerful notion of freedom and independence, which is clearly denoted as female by the 

kingfisher cap that occurs in the same line. This image of a woman, out under the wide sky, atop 

1,000 peaks, stands in sharp contrast with that of the sequestered women encountered in qifu and 
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guiyuan poems and with similar sensualized images that Xue Tao utilizes in her own poems of 

loneliness and banishment. 

The final outing poem also contains a reference to a famous figure from earlier in the 

Tang Dynasty. It was written by Xue Tao upon visiting West Cliff, an area located about 50 

kilometers north of Chengdu. During Xue Tao’s time this site had already become associated 

with the famous poet Li Bai, who had spent his youth and adolescence in Chengdu, and who 

appears in the first line of the poem as the “whale-riding traveler”. 

西岩 

 

憑闌卻憶騎鯨客， 

把酒臨風手自招。 

細雨聲中停去馬， 

夕陽影里亂鳴蜩。 

Westcliff 

 

Leaning on the rail and still remembering, the whale-riding traveler. 

Holding wine out to the wind, the hand beckons by itself. 

In the sound of fine rain, the departing horse stops. 

Evening sun shadows the lane; the chaotic cry of cicadas. 

 

In the first line the speaker visits Westcliff and ruminates on its associations with Li Bai. 

The second line could be interpreted multiple ways. It could be the speaker’s hand that is holding 

the wine and beckoning, perhaps to a companion. Or this could be interpreted as the speaker 

attempting to summon back the spirit of the aforementioned whale-rider using wine. Li Bai was 

known for his devotion to alcohol, and the final character of the line ‘招’is closely tied to the 

shamanistic poem ‘”Summoning the Soul”  Zhao Hun 招魂 from the Chu Ci 楚辭. Another 

interpretation could be that the second line is in itself a reference to a line of Li Bai’s famous 

poem “Drinking Alone Under the Moon”. “I drank alone. No one was with me-/ Till, raising my 

cup, I asked the bright moon/ To bring me my shadow and make us three. (2-4)” (獨酌無相

親。   舉杯邀明月, 對影成三人).
21

 

                                                             
21

Bynner and Kiang, p 59.    
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Making mention of previous poets or literary figures is very common in Chinese poetry. 

A poet would often recall a famous poet of an earlier generation with reverence and a longing for 

their acknowledgement. We can see this sentiment in Xue Tao’s poem. However, there is also 

perhaps a more playful tone, a familiarity that overshadows the reverence. If we interpret the 

second line as the speaker trying to tempt Li Bai back with wine, it is almost like she is teasing 

him, or tempting a child.  

The third and fourth lines contain natural images, yet manage to carry on this playful tone. 

In the third line, the speaker stops their horse to enjoy the fine rain. The image of rain here stands 

in sharp contrast with the rain in Xue Tao’s Double Ninth poem which prevents an outing. The 

slanting shadows cast by the evening sun and rampant cicadas create a sense of disorientation 

and disorder in the final line. The wine, the hand beckoning, stopping in the rain, the slanting sun 

and the cicadas, all give an element of wildness to the poem, an otherworldliness that really 

makes the poem seem like a ritual to summon back the soul of the departed whale rider. 

The playful undertone of this poem is somewhat similar to the tone of Xue Tao’s poem to 

Yuan Zhen included in the introduction. This poem seems to be the exception rather than the rule 

though, as most of her poems to her contemporaries contain a certain element of humble restraint, 

as well as a note of the sycophantic. Despite the fact that Li Bai was a celebrated and even 

somewhat legendary figure by Xue Tao’s time, the familiarity with which the speaker of this 

poem mentions him is not the humble voice of an aspiring poet. On the contrary it is in a teasing, 

familiar tone that Xue Tao uses with her peers. The tone and language of the poem suggest that it 

is not to beg poetic tidbits that the speaker wants to meet with the great Li Bai, but simply to 

have a companionable cup of wine with him and enjoy the sights of Westcliff. 
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 This sociable voice is similar to the tone of brotherly companionship found in typical 

Double Ninth poems. It is also interesting that this poem by Xue Tao, unlike her Double Ninth 

poems and “Account of Hushi Mountain” above, contains no overtly feminine language or 

references.  

The noticeable difference in the speaker’s voice in these “Poems of Outings” could be 

seen as a result of the different self-consciousness Xue Tao had as a poet, courtesan, and woman.  

This contrast in voice is also apparent in the other poems previously discussed, with a line most 

clearly demarcated between poems written specifically for a person (signified by the addressee in 

their title) and poems that have no clear addressee. In poems that are addressed to other people, it 

is more common for Xue Tao to explicitly exploit her gender or image as a courtesan for effect 

(the concubine of her banishment poems, the sensual imagery of the Double Ninth poems). In 

her poems without an intended audience, Xue Tao seems more inclined to other forms of poetic 

expression and innovation (such as her unique home thoughts poem, or the interesting use of 

imagery in her ‘Sent to Afar’ poems). 

Xue Tao’s own self-consciousness as a poet as well as later generation’s portrayal of her 

will be discussed further in the conclusion. 
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Conclusion 

The use of new and original features plays a primary role in Xue Tao’s assertion of her 

own individual poetic voice. In particular the convergence of gender conventions, such as is seen 

in her mixing of the banished scholar and lonely woman voice in her ‘Poems of Banishment’, or 

her insertion of the female figure of the Goddess into the traditionally masculine Double Ninth 

poem, is one of the most noticeable and unique aspects of her poetry.  

The focus of this thesis has meant the exclusion of many of Xue Tao’s more conventional 

poems, notably her ‘praise poems’ and most of her occasional poetry. These poems would have 

been composed by Xue Tao in the capacity of an official courtesan, and usually adhere closely to 

convention, with little if any deviating or innovative elements. The existence of these more 

conventional poems provides a juxtaposition that further emphasizes the innovative elements 

amongst her other poetry. That this innovation in Xue Tao’s poetry was not simply a result of her 

being ignorant of the conventions required of a specific genre is clearly demonstrated by the 

quality of her poetry and her exploitation of said genres.  

 What could have been the motivation behind Xue Tao’s alteration of existing poetic 

traditions? It was not unusual for a poet to pick a long-standing metaphor or story from the vast 

tradition and adapt it to suit the trends of the time. In Xue Tao’s time, many poets were also 

actively seeking to renovate poetic tradition and the styles that had been popular during the High 

Tang and later 8
th

 century
22

. Her connection to this renovation can be seen as an indication of 

Xue Tao’s deep engagement with the poetic tradition of her time.  

However, though the innovative features found in Xue Tao’s poetry show a connection to 

prominent trends in poetic thought of her time, the actual type of innovation in her poetry differs 

                                                             
22

 For an interesting look at some of the literary ideas that were popular during Xue Tao’s lifetime, see Stephen 

Owen’s The End of the Chinese 'Middle Ages': Essays in Mid-Tang Literary Culture (Stanford, Calif: Stanford 

University Press, 1996). 
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greatly from the types of innovation her peers were attempting. While many poetic debates of the 

early 9
th
 century centered on stylistic differences, or whether or not poetry should be written for 

the purposes of social commentary, the innovation in Xue Tao’s poems tends to be more 

semantic-oriented. For example, her inclusion of gendered voice does not so much deviate from 

stylistic principles as it does from the expected content of such a poem. 

It is interesting to note that Xue Tao’s poetry does not just deviate from her male peers. 

Her poetry is also very different in tone and overall style to the two other famous poet courtesans 

of the Tang dynasty, Li Ye李業(d. 784) and Yu Xuanji魚玄機 (ca. 844-868). The majority of 

Yu Xuanji’s remaining works are in a voice stylistically not far from the conventional literary 

female voice, and many of them fall squarely within the guiyuan category. Li Ye, often 

considered the best poet of the three, also seems to focuses chiefly on traditionally ‘female’ 

themes such as love and parting, but of her poems so few remain that making an evaluation of 

her overall poetic tendencies is difficult.  

An interesting further study to this thesis would be to evaluate Xue Tao’s work more 

closely within the context of that of her peers. Biographies of Xue Tao often mention that “she 

was acquainted with all the greatest names of her day” yet little is ever said of what such an 

acquaintance signifies. Having such acquaintances as Yuan Zhen and Bai Juyi would have led to 

Xue Tao being exposed to the most avant-garde poetic trends of her time, and in turn given her 

an opportunity to circulate her own work. Such a possible poetic connection has already been 

suggested between Xue Tao’s poem “Account of Hushi Mountain” and Bai Juyi’s “Song of 

Everlasting Regret”. 

Xue Tao’s celebrity was such that, after her death, she too entered the catalog of 

connotations and tropes that poets could pull from and reference. Her impact on later generations 
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is often not from her poetry but from stories that were circulated and enhanced over the years of 

her image as an exotic and talented woman. Among the images of Xue Tao that occur in later 

poetry and literature, there is such a wide variety that it seems as if Xue Tao must have had 

multiple personalities in order to create such a diverse literary persona. This vast diversity is an 

indication of the fluctuation in how Xue Tao was perceived over time and among different 

groups. A poem of Xue Tao’s considered simply flirtatious by the moral standards of one 

dynasty might have been considered quite scandalous under another, and the repute of its poet 

would have fluctuated accordingly. Xue Tao’s literary depictions do range greatly, from lonely 

ghost, to coy coquet, to calm and collected nujiaoshu, among others. 

 For example, here is a poem said to have been composed by Xue Tao’s “ghost”: 

贈楊蘊中 

 

玉漏聲長燈耿耿， 

東牆西牆時見影。 

月明窗外子規啼， 

忍使孤魂愁夜永。 

To Yang Yunzhong 

 

The sound of the clock drones, the lamp burns on and on. 

I see its shadows, now on the east wall, now the west. 

The moon is bright outside the window, the cuckoo cries— 

Cruelly they make my lonely soul grieve all the night long.
23

 

 

The poem itself contains all the elements of a guiyuan poem: the speaker is inside, lonely and 

grieving, while objects within the room and outside of it provoke their grief further. The 

speaker’s voice is closer to the typical poetic lonely woman persona than any voice that occurs in 

Xue Tao’s original works, indicating that for some later writers, Xue Tao had become just 

another representative trope of the lonely woman image.  

In contrast with this sad image, Xue Tao appears at other times gaily writing poetry on 

her famous stationary. The stationary itself came to take on its own significance and became a 

byword for correspondence between lovers. 
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文瀾方伯秋坪廉訪

約游薛濤井題壁 

 

校書久慕女郎祠， 

艷說風流薛氏詩。 

底事花箋留妙制， 

替人千古寄相思。 

Wenlan, Fangbo, Qiuping, and Lianfang at the Xue Tao Well: A Wall 

Inscription 

 

The editor Xue Tao has long been worshiped as a goddess of the female 

temple, 

So beautifully her poems speak of love.  

She left us her wonderful color stationery  

So we may convey words of love for a thousand years to come.
24

 

 

 In the late Ming and the Qing dynasties, as courtesans and women’s writing began to 

flourish, borrowing Xue Tao’s image as a distinguished nujiaoshu, or collator, became more and 

more popular. The following poem was written by a noble woman to a courtesan friend, and 

demonstrates the degree of esteem with which Xue Tao came to be held in the eyes of many 

literati women.   

贈妓 

 

翡翠為裙芍藥裾, 

百花深處駐雲車。 

自將紅葉閒題字, 

不羨當時薛較書。 

To a Courtesan 

 

In a frock the hue of halcyon and a gown purple as peony, 

You arrive deep in a meadow dotted with flowers on your ornamental 

carriage. 

Picking a red leaf to inscribe some impromptu verse, 

You have no need to envy Collator Xue of bygone days.
25

 

 

 Xue Tao herself seems to have had some idea of what her later image would become. A 

collection of 450 of Xue Tao’s poems titled Brocade River Collection, Jin Jiang Ji 錦江集 

circulated until it was lost in the 14
th
 century. It was compiled and circulated not long after her 

death, suggesting that she left her poetry in some order. This is also suggested in her poem 

                                                             
24

This poem was written by the Qing dynasty poet Han Xizhi 韓錫之 and included in his poetry anthology 

Random Recitations in the Cart to Sichuan (Shuyao Ouyin 蜀軺偶吟). Trans. Li-Ling Hsiao, “Xue Tao 

Stationery: Delivering Love for a Thousand Years” (Southeast Review of Asian Studies Volume 33, 2011) p. 

163. 
25

 By Lu Qingzi 陸卿子( fl. 1590), a gentlewoman poet from Suzhou. Trans. Daria Berg “Cultural Discourse 

on Xue Susu, A Courtesan in Late Ming China” (International Journal of Asian Studies 6, 2009) p 194. 
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“Sending Old Poems to Yuan Weizhi”. Poets only began self-compiling their own poetry in the 

mid 9
th

 century. Prior to that, it was custom for a poet to present their poems to a friend and 

request that they edit and compile a collection for them. This may have been Xue Tao’s intention 

in sending her old poems to Yuan Zhen.  

Xue Tao’s attitude toward a poet’s poetic legacy can be further seen in the third and 

fourth lines of her poem to console a Licentiate Zhu, who seems to have been unsuccessful in the 

Civil Service Examination.   

酬祝十三秀才 

 

浩思藍山玉彩寒， 

冰囊敲碎楚金盤。 

詩家利器馳聲久， 

何用春闈榜下看。 

 

In Response to Licentiate Zhu, Thirteenth of His Generation 

 

Your grand thoughts have the gloss 

and coolness 

of Blue Mountain’s marbled jade 

 

or a bag of ice 

smashed to shards 

on a golden plate from the south. 

 

When the master poets hone 

their tools, their fame lives on. 

 

Why bother to check 

the passing list posted 

on Exam Hall Gate?
26

 

 

The last two lines sound like a well known personal mantra, chanted over and over again. 

Unable to pursue an official career, Xue Tao would have had no choice but to listen to her own 

advice. This attitude toward poetry, as not simply a tool to secure her livelihood, but a method to 

preserve her name after death, suggests the reason that Xue Tao’s poems were so widely read 

and celebrated, the reason that she has more poems in the Quan Tang Shi than any other woman 
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poet, was not simply a happy accident, but because it was her intention all along to create a 

poetic legacy for herself that would last through the ages.  

 Just as her image changed with the changing mores of the dynasty, criticism of Xue Tao’s 

poems has ranged greatly over time. From “Their phrases are artful, and the ideas behind them 

are extraordinary. Model calligraphy and startling lines—that is why she became famous!
27

” –to-  

“though her works lack the intent of indirect criticism or moral instruction, they display a talent 

for singing of flowers and moonlight.
28

” Modern critics seem to be equally divided. “Xue Tao’s 

poems may be technically perfect, but they are also rather conventional.
29

”  

This wide variation in response, from “extraordinary” to “conventional”, probably arises 

from a question of where to situate Xue Tao within the poetic tradition, a problem which was 

frequently encountered during the writing of this thesis. Saying that Xue Tao’s poems are 

‘conventional’ implies some degree of comparison, but conventional as compared to what? To 

the male writers of her day? To the female writers? Yet Xue Tao’s poetry was dissimilar from 

her male and female contemporaries. Was her poetry conventional in comparison with the 

projected expectation of what a courtesan poet was supposed to sound like? Yet we have seen 

again and again Xue Tao’s poetic voice break away from the expected voice of most genres. 

  This difficulty in situating Xue Tao’s poetry within the traditional canon and deciding 

with what standards to critique it may have been caused in part by her outlier status as a woman 

and courtesan, but the difficulty also likely arises from the vast diversity in Xue Tao’s own 

poetic voice. From a humble suffering concubine on the frontier to a triumphant mountaineer in a 

halcyon crown, from a lonely wife watching the moon to a poet beckoning Li Bai back from 

                                                             
27

 Appended to a sample of Xue Tao’s calligraphy in the collect of the Song Emperor Huizong (r. 1101-1126), 
Xuanhe shupu, quoted in Tang Nushiren sanzhong. Idema and Grant, p 185. 
28

 Mushu xiantan,in angren yishi huibian. Idema and Grant, p 185. 
29

 Idema and Grant, p 185. 
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beyond the grave. The vast diversity of both innovative and conventional voice makes it nearly 

impossible to define Xue Tao’s poems as simply “conventional” or “extraordinary”. In fact, the 

defining element of her poems is that they are both conventional and extraordinary. 

Allotting Xue Tao’s poetry merit based on whether or not it adheres to convention misses 

out on its true poetic worth. Her poems are an insight into the mind of a woman whose voice is 

significant not just because of its gender but because of its own unique contributions to the 

collective poetic tradition. As Xue Tao herself claims. “A poetic disposition, everyone has one. 

But some exquisite scenes I alone perceive”. In order to not miss these exquisite scenes, it is 

important to read with a mind free of preconceptions. 
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Appendix 

 

In translating, I have attempted to keep the translations as literal to the originals as 

possible. In terms of overall structure, Larson in her translations has attempted to capture the 

semantic pauses and divisions within a single line by breaking it into multiple lines in her 

English translation. Though I feel this is an interesting and commendable approach to try to 

present the internal flow of a line of Chinese poetry to an English reader, I feel it takes away the 

emphasis from the importance of symmetry and parallelism in Tang verse.  

There are many more possible associations and allusions within the poems than those 

mentioned here. However, an exhaustive analysis of every poem would make this Appendix 

unnecessarily long. Highlighted here are some of the more important allusions that are relevant 

to the interpretations discussed. 

 

Introduction 

寄舊詩與元微之 

 

詩篇調態人皆有， 

細膩風光我獨知。 

月下詠花憐暗淡， 

雨朝題柳為欹垂。 

長教碧玉藏深處， 

總向紅箋寫自隨。 

老大不能收拾得， 

與君開似好男兒。 

Sending Old Poems to Yuan Weizhi 

 

A poetic disposition, everyone has one. 

But some exquisite scenes I alone perceive. 

Under the moon flowers hum to the darkness. 

Morning rain: willows droop their heads in plea. 

It’s forever been taught that green jade should be hidden deep. 

But always on my red stationary I’ll write as I please. 

When grown old, we’re not able to collect together all we’ve obtained. 

I’ll try and impart it to you clearly, as if fondly to a boy. 

 

Yuan Zhen, or Yuan Weizhi (779-831), was a well known poet and statesman, famous 

for his work Yingying's Story 鶯鶯傳. He probably met Xue Tao when he was sent to the 

Chengdu region on official business in 809. They may have became good friends/ lovers and 

corresponded after Yuan left Sichuan. Those in support of the lover theory sometimes like to 

point to the last line as a hint at a son Xue Tao might have had by Yuan Zhen.  

On the translation: ‘But some’ is actually not in the original second line, but ‘Exquisite 

scenes I alone perceive’ sounded a little too conceited on its own. There was a lot of trouble with 

the sixth character of the fourth line ‘yi’欹, before deciding on the meaning of ‘a plea or a 

supplication’. In the sixth line, I put ‘my’ in front of ‘red stationary’ because Xue Tao was 

famous for her red poem slips.  
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Poems of Longing 

 

贈遠二首 

 

擾弱新蒲葉又齊， 

春深花發塞前溪。 

知君未轉秦關騎， 

月照千門掩袖啼。 

  

芙蓉新落蜀山秋， 

錦字開緘到是愁。 

閨閣不知戎馬事， 

月高還上望夫樓。 

Sent to Afar, Two Poems 

 

Delicate new cattail blades bend, then stand once more at attention. 

Spring sends out its ranks of flowers to stop up the creek. 

I know my lord you have not yet ridden by way of Qin Pass. 

The moon shines through a thousand doors; I cover my face and cry. 

 

Hibiscus newly fallen; in Shu’s old hills, autumn’s come. 

Bright brocade characters: opening the seal, all that arrives is worry. 

Those in the women’s apartments don’t know of things like weapons and 

horses. 

When the moon is high, I also climb to watch for him. 

The language of the first poem seems to have a military feel which I tried to convey in 

the translation. In the second poem, the hibiscus flowers of the first line could also be a pun. In 

Chinese the word for hibiscus is a homophone for ‘his face’. So when you look at hibiscus the 

speaker will think of ‘his face’, whoever that ‘he’ might be. Shu was the name of the Sichuan 

region during Three Kingdoms era. 

望夫樓 in the final line of the second poem is probably actually a noun phrase meaning 

something akin to ‘widows walk’ in English. I felt ‘widows walk’ had too much of a Victorian 

Gothic feel, so I translated the phrase as an action instead. 

 

鄉思 

 

峨嵋山下水如油， 

憐我心同不繫舟。 

何日片帆離錦浦， 

棹聲齊唱發中流。 

Home Thoughts 

 

Below lofty Mt. Mei the water is like oil. 

It’s a pity that my heart is an unmoored boat. 

What day did this slip of sail depart from the Brocade Shore? 

To the sound of oars in even strokes I set out in mid stream. 

 

In Chinese, comparing the water to oil does not have the same negative connotations 

associated with water and oil in English. Other translators have translated this poem as a poem of 

longing for an absent person, probably on the basis of the characters xintong ‘心同’ in the second 

line. These characters mean ‘heart-same’, and are usually used together to refer to a lover, or one 

‘of the same heart as you’. However, when used for this meaning I think they usually occur in 

reverse, as tongxin 同心. 

Mt. Emei is located about 140 km south west of modern Chengdu, and one of the Four 

Sacred Buddhist Mountains of China. On horseback the trip would take about 22.5 hours (an 
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average horse walks at around 6.4 kms an hour, 6.4/144= 22.5). Feasibly, the trip could be done 

in a day if a change of horses was provided. Traveling by boat is actually probably the method 

Xue Tao would have used to visit Mt. Emei. I have no idea how long this would have taken. 

 

江邊 

 

西風忽報雁雙雙， 

人世心形兩自降。 

不為魚腸有真訣， 

誰能夜夜立清江。 

River Side 

 

From the west wind an abrupt report of wild geese, side by side. 

But in the world of men body and soul descend alone. 

If not for the genuine secrets we find in fishes bellies, 

who could, night after night, stand by the clear river? 

 

Wild geese and the west wind are associated with fall, time, aging, sadness, etc. The 

‘descent’ in the second line has to do both with the descent of the geese and with the 

metaphorical descent of time. In the third line, it literally says ‘fish intestines have genuine 

secrets’. This is in reference to a story about a man of the Han dynasty who would throw his 

letters into the river and let them be carried to recipients by fish. One day he was brought a carp, 

and cutting it open he found a letter from his beloved. 

A Han era story also exists about the geese. Around 100BC a Chinese envoy was exiled 

to the deserts by the nomadic people he had been sent to treat with. He lived there tending their 

sheep for many years. He caught a goose and tied a message to its leg telling of his plight. 

Coincidently the goose flew south and got shot down the very emperor who had sent out the 

envoy: the emperor then arranged for the envoy’s rescue. 

 

Poems of Banishment 

 

罰赴邊有懷上韋令

公二首 

 

聞道邊城苦， 

而今到始知。 

卻將門下曲， 

唱與隴頭兒。 

 

黠虜猶違命， 

烽煙直北愁。 

卻教嚴譴妾， 

不敢向松州。 

Being Banished to the Border and feeling Nostalgic, Two Poems to 

Commander Wei  

 

I’d heard the road to the border was bitter with hardships. 

Now that I’ve arrived I’ve begun to comprehend. 

As if I am still in the generals halls I begin a song, 

and sing it for mountain chiefs and their sons. 

 

Sly, cunning captives still vie with fate. 

Signal smoke rises straight and the north worries. 

Yet this concubine has been strictly taught her lesson. 

I wouldn’t dare to venture towards Songzhou. 
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Though there is no direct reference, the last two lines of the first poem bring to mind Cai 

Yan, a Chinese woman who was kidnapped during the late Han dynasty by the invading nomadic 

Xiangnu people. She lived among them and married a Xiangnu chief, giving birth to two sons. 

She was ransomed back by Cao Cao曹操 (155-220) after living among the nomads for 12 years. 

She was reported to be a talented writer and musician, and two poems are attributed to her, 

describing her life in the harsh Xiangnu lands. Her story was often retold and romanticized by 

later writers.  In retellings, Cai Yan is often seen among the Xiangnu, singing songs from the 

imperial court in an attempt to maintain her Chinese culture and counter her loneliness. 

‘North’ in the second line of the second poem is reference to the Emperor and imperial 

court. As I mentioned in the chapter, this is the only time in all her remaining poems that Xue 

Tao uses the word ‘妾’ for concubine. In the last line, Songzhou seems to be a place about 300 

kilometers north-north-east of modern Chengdu, near the mountains. 

 

罰赴邊上韋相公二首 

 

螢在荒蕪月在天， 

螢飛豈到月輪邊。 

重光萬里應相照， 

目斷云霄信不傳。 

 

按轡嶺頭寒復寒， 

微風細雨徹心肝。 

但得放兒歸舍去， 

山水屏風永不看。 

Banished to the Border, to Mi’lord Wu, Two Poems 

 

The firefly in the wasteland grass, the moon in the sky. 

The firefly darts, but how could it reach the edge of the moons arc?  

Their doubled light could shine 10,000 miles together. 

But the sight is cut off by night clouds, the truth doesn’t get through. 

 

Rein in on the mountain top. It was cold, but now it’s colder. 

Even a trifling breeze and fine rain penetrate my soul. 

If I were only free to return, I turn around straight away. 

At landscapes on folding screens, I’ll never look again. 

 

The language of these two poems differs from the two poems sent to Wei Gao 

considerably. It is much more lyrical, suggesting that the poems were not written on the occasion 

of an actual banishment. The last line of the first poem is particularly ambiguous. The third line 

of the second poem is also a little hard to translate. The final line of the second poem calls to 

mind a poem by Xue Tao called “Written to Thank Licentiate Yong for a Painting of the Yangzi 

Gorges”, which becomes quite ironic paired with her banishment poems:   

 

酬雍秀才貽巴峽圖 

 

千疊云峰萬頃湖， 

白波分去繞荊吳。 

感君識我枕流意， 

重示瞿塘峽口圖 

Written to Thank Licentiate Yong for a Painting of the Yangzi Gorges
30

 

 

A thousand folds of 

 cloudy peaks 

 and the million-acre sky, 

 

white waves part, depart 
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 to swirl around the valley lands. 

 

You knew what I want-  

a hermit’s life,  

sleeping beside clear streams- 

 

And gave me this scene,  

the mouth of the gorge,  

the river pouring through. 

 

The difference in addressees is significant because Wu Yuanheng was not posted to 

Xichuan as military governor until sometime in 807, 806 at the earliest, while Wei Gao died in 

805. This could mean that Xue Tao’s banishment lasted over a year, possibly two, but this is 

unlikely. Which means that either Xue Tao was banished twice, or that one or both of the pairs of 

poems were not composed while Xue Tao was in actual banishment. The later theory supports 

the assertion by scholars that Xue Tao was not actually banished, and that her poems of 

banishment are mere exercise on a theme or an attempt to gain notice. 

 

Poems of Outings  

九日遇雨二首 

 

萬里驚飆朔氣深， 

江城蕭索晝陰陰。 

誰憐不得登山去， 

可惜寒芳色似金。 

 

茱萸秋節佳期阻， 

金菊寒花滿院香。 

神女欲來知有意， 

先令云雨暗池塘。 

On the Ninth Day Festival, Encountering Rain, Two Poems  

 

From 10,000 li: a startling whirl of Shanxi wind gusts deep. 

The River city is mournful, the daylight is grey. 

Who would regret not being able to make the usual climb? 

Instead cherish the cold aroma of flowers, tinted like gold. 

 

Dogwood berries, autumn knots, but the best time’s been mired. 

Golden chrysanthemum’s winter blooms fill the courtyard with scent. 

It’s the Goddess’s longed for return: do you know her intentions? 

Her first order, clouds and rain, darkens ponds and pools. 

 

The Double Ninth festival occurs on the ninth day of the ninth month in the Chinese 

calendar. Traditionally, it was thought that because nine was a number associated with yang, on 

the Double Ninth there was too much yang floating around to the point where it was dangerous. 

In order to counter it, friends and family would come together to climb to a high point and look 

out, drink chrysanthemum wine, and wear dogwood somewhere on their person to protect their 

family.  

In the first line of the first poem, the fifth character shuo 朔, refers to an area in the 

Shanxi region in the far north of China. So Shanxi wind is like the ‘north wind’. Dogwood 

berries should be ripe around the time of the Double Ninth festival. They could be the knots of 
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the first line of the second poem. Or perhaps people have pulled off the branches and tied them 

into knots. The character for time, qi 期, often occurs with connotations of romantic assignations 

in the Shijing:  

 

東門之楊、 

其葉牂牂。 

昏以為期、 

明星煌煌。 

On the willows at the east gate , 

The leaves are very luxuria.... 

The evening was the time agreed on , 

And the morning star is shining bright . (1-4) 
31

 

 

The Goddess of the third line of the second poem is presumably the Goddess from the 

legend with the King of Chu. In the legend, said Goddess manifests herself to the King, makes 

love to him, then disappears, telling the King he can find her ‘in the clouds and rain’. 

 

斛石山書事 

 

王家山水畫圖中， 

意思都盧粉墨容。 

今日忽登虛境望， 

步搖冠翠一千峰。 

Account of Hushi Mountain 

 

In the middle of a landscape by Master Wang 

Pondering the elegant lines, the splashes of ink, 

Today, suddenly I climbed to an empty place and looked out, 

As I walked my kingfisher crown swayed along 1000 peaks 

 

There are many possible interpretations of this poem. For example, some read the ‘王家’ 

or Master Wang of the first line as a reference to Wang Wei, the excellent poet and painter who’s 

Double Ninth poem was used earlier. But there was also another famous Master Wang that this 

line could be referring to. A third possibility, the characters wang jia ‘王家’ can also be read as 

‘royal’ or ‘regal’, so it could be possible that the word is here being used to refer to the landscape. 

This would go with the royal image of the kingfisher crown in the final line. 

Though her actual name was Yang Yuhuan 杨玉环, she is better know by her official 

title Yang Guifei. Guifei was the term for the highest rank of imperial consorts of her time. 

Yang preceded Xue Tao by about half a century. She later came to be known as the last of the 

four kingdom topping beauties of ancient China. 

 Some information about kingfisher crowns from the National Museum of Scotland 

catalog: 

  “Centuries ago, kingfisher feather crowns (known as feng guan) decorated with 

phoenix, dragons and precious stones were only worn by Empresses in China. From the 19th 

century, however, a headdress such as this would be worn either by a bride on her wedding 

day or by an aristocratic lady on formal occasions, as an indication of her wealth and status. 
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 Lines 1-4 of poem 140 Dong Men Zhi Yang 東門之楊. Translation courtesy of the Chinese Text Initative, 

<http://etext.lib.virginia.edu/chinese/shijing/> 
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The origins of this crown are not known, however, its design and condition suggest it may have 

been used as part of a Qing opera costume, perhaps for a character representing an empress. For 

example, the famous Tang empress Yang Guifei (719-756 CE), who featured in many popular 

Chinese dramas, was said to have worn a kingfisher crown, which fell to the ground as she was 

dragged away by rebel troops and executed.
32

”  

 

西岩 

 

憑闌卻憶騎鯨客， 

把酒臨風手自招。 

細雨聲中停去馬， 

夕陽影里亂鳴蜩。 

Westcliff 

 

Leaning on the rail and still remembering, the whale-riding traveler. 

Holding wine out to the wind, the hand beckons by itself. 

In the sound of fine rain, the departing horse stops. 

Evening sun shadows the lane; the chaotic cry of cicadas. 

 

 The area of Westcliff came to be associated with Li Bai early on, and there are a lot of 

local stories about his visit to the area. After this poem, and possibly other lost poems, the 

location came to be associated Xue Tao as well. The final character of the second line, zhao 招, 

is the same zhao of Zhao Hun, or “Summoning the Soul” 招魂, the Shamanistic ballad in the 

Chu ci. In the Chu ci, a drifting soul is tempted back to its body with promises of earthly delights. 

The speaker seems to be doing the same in the second line. The fine rain, evening sun, and 

chaotic cicadas all lend an otherworldly feel to the poem. 
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